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About us
Big Digitals Ukraine creates a future for its 
customers! We are an excellent technical partner for 
our clients.

processes automation with one of the best software solutions

automation means less labor cost

earn more with us!
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Perfomance
stats

25
250
8 We have been on the 

web-development and 
applications market for
8 years

Currently, Big Digitals 
employs more than 
25 people

Since its beginning the company has 
developed over 250 project for different 
business fields



HTML5 CSS3 Bootstrap Less SASS Javascript jQuery

Angular Node JS PHP Ruby Ruby on Rails Apache NGINX

Amazon Varnish Zend CodeIgniter YII Laravel Symphony

Magento OpenCart CS.Cart Wordpress Joomla Drupal MySQL

PostgreSQL MongoDB NoSQL SQLite Java Swift Objective C

Technologies 4
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Benefits of working with us

We create trendy 
logotypes

Developing an efficient 
and user-friendly 

information-gathering 
tool

SIMPLY GOOD AT WHAT WE DO.

Big Digitals always follows 
the latest technology and 

design trends

Implementation of 
creative ideas

We take notice of each 
feedback information 

from our clients

We offer a full range
of facilities.

STOP LOOKING FOR CONTRACTORS TO 
PROVIDE EACH TYPE OF ACTIVITY.

Provide powerful
marketing tool

We provide customer 
support

We create unique 
graphical design to 

distinguish our 
customers sites

Working with a Big 
projects
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Mobile 
development

Support Accompanying
and Implementation

Control 
Projects

Copywrighting

Web 
development

Design



7 7Phases of work
Pre-Project Testing

Content

Transition in Production

Design

Programming
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5

6

2

3

Discussing clients ideas and finding solutions
Writing a detailed technical task
Project Planning

Verification of product quality
Compliance with customer
Requirements and expectations of end users

Writing of content
Filling the service with content

Development of the design of the whole project

Creation of web-service, mobile 
Application, management server And 
other software components

Sharing a product with end users (publication
In the AppStore and PlayMarket, migration from the 
web service to the customers server)



8Stellium Music
Music streaming service for listeners, artists and 
advertisers. Service contain personal 
recommendation system «Follow you»,
playlists from professional music editors,
personal playlists «My station»,
affordable price and family fare,
ability to promote your tracks, playlists and 
channels,
high audio and video streaming quality.

Team: 12 members
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MemoWord
We helped our client – MemoWord to develop a 
mobile application for both iOS and Android 
platforms. It will become your indispensable 
assistant to help you master new vocabulary 
and go over the words you already know. The 
learning program helps to translate, listen to, 
memorize and revise foreign words and 
expressions – these are the MemoWord 
functions that can make your language learning 
process much faster and more enjoyable.

Team: 6 members
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Fashion Wallet 
Easy and convenient wallet for mass adoption 
which makes it easy to exchange 
cryptocurrency for other digital currencies as 
well as fiat. An application also allows everyone 
to earn FSHN coin for their unique content by 
converting creativity into creative capital.

Team: 12 members
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AlmexMobile
AlmexMobile is a mobile application for the 
almexECM document management and 
business process management platform. The 
application allows you to make decisions and 
approvals, manage multi-level tasks, online edit 
attachments, push notifications about 
document statuses. Application is available both 
for iOS and Android devices.

Team: 12 members
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ELLO Music
Development of a platform for music 
video distribution for the web, iOS, and 
Android. A composition of individual 
video recommendations for users 
and calculation of video ratings. 
Monetization of service using ads 
platforms. Creation of publishing 
instruments.

Team: 13 members
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18 18Quaker
Developing native applications for iOS 
and Android instead of a hybrid 
application based on obsolete 
technologies. The Dubai company, 
which deals with the delivery of food 
products, ordered the app for 
cooking.

Team: 6 members
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LunchPoint
Development of a platform for music 
video distribution for the web, iOS, and 
Android. A composition of individual 
video recommendations for users 
and calculation of video ratings. 
Monetization of service using ads 
platforms. Creation of publishing 
instruments.

Team: 13 members
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23 23Femid
Development of service for 
interaction between lawyers and 
applicants for legal aid based on web, 
iOS, and Android. Service is intended 
to the distribution of applications 
according to busyness and 
qualification of lawyers, 
communication between lawyer and 
the applicant, charging an applicant 
for consultation.

Team: 13 members
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25 25CityPairs
Development of service for 
interaction between lawyers and 
applicants for legal aid based on web, 
iOS, and Android. Service is intended 
to the distribution of applications 
according to busyness and 
qualification of lawyers, 
communication between lawyer and 
the applicant, charging an applicant 
for consultation.

Team: 8 members
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27 27vimcity
vimcity - promote a healthy lifestyle. 
In the application, you can to 
exchange the passed steps and visits 
to the gym for discounts and bonuses 
in healthy eating establishments, 
fitness centers, medical institutions. A 
unique project developed for the 
American customer.

Team: 5 members
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29 29Grably
The service used for searching and creating paid 
and free events.
The main tasks that were done
- Login/registration
- Creating paid and free events
- Searching the nearest events by GPS - Payment 
of events in the application
- Invite friends, -Chat system

Team: 5 members
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MI Community 
& Updater
The service used for searching and creating paid 
and free events.
The main tasks that were done
- Login/registration
- Creating paid and free events
- Searching the nearest events by GPS - Payment 
of events in the application
- Invite friends, -Chat system

Team: 5 members
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33 33Find a Fly
To create an application for iOS, for finding new 
friend, parties, and events.

Team: 4 members
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35 35AdviceWallet
To create a new product for the international 
restaurant market, develop the client's idea of 
providing bonuses and discounts for visitors, and 
attract the first investments for its 
implementation.

Team: 5 members
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Chooose
To create a new platform for online shopping. 
Product presentation is based on the profiles 
from social networks, as well as the interests of 
users.

Team: 6 members
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39 39List It
To create a platform for private ads on the sale of 
clothing, equipment, etc.

Team: 4 members
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Nomerok
To create of mobile CRM for iOS and Android.

Team: 6 members
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43 43A-Chat
To create an application for the discussion of the 
children with the parent of buying clothes and 
accessories.

Team: 6 members
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Plot (Fortune)
To create a convenient financial tool for planning 
for large purchases, saving money and cost 
control.

Team: 6 members
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Pyfone
To create an application for making audio and 
video calls for iOS over the Internet and a promo-
site for it.

Team: 6 members
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MyWishBoard
Development of a convenient tool for creating an 
ideal wish list with the possibility of adding a 
detailed description to the desire and illustrations. 
Learn about what your friends dreams, share your 
wish list and ideas.

Team: 4 members
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Our clients 51
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Contacts

Big Digitals
Ukraine

+38 (097) 662-23-20

WELCOME@BIGDIG.COM.UA

BIGDIG.COM.UAWeb & Mobile development


